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Executive Summary

1. R/V Atlantis EM122 multibeam data includes intermittent depth artifacts across the swath that do not appear 
to be correlated with roll, pitch, sound speed, latency, or other sensor integration errors.  These were first 
brought to the attention of the Multibeam Advisory Committee (MAC) in late 2016, beginning a process of 
investigation to better define the problem and rule out a variety of potential causes.
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Executive Summary

2. Symptoms of the artifact (commonly described as a ‘wobble’) include intermittent depth biases that increases 
in amplitude with angle from nadir, alternating in shoal/deep direction with a period of 1-10 minutes.  These 
are distinct from other ‘wobbles’ that are higher in frequency (correlated with roll and pitch periods of a few 
seconds) that may stem from incorrect/outdated sound speed data.  Likewise, these do not follow directly 
from the increased scatter of soundings observed for FM transmit sectors.  The ‘wobble’ under investigation is 
described briefly in this document and in more detail in other documents provided by the MAC:

A. 20161020_recap_and_PHINS_questions.pdf

B. ATL_EM122_20170319_initial_calibration_results.pdf

C. ATL_EM122_20170323_long_period_bathy_artifact.pdf

D. ATLANTIS EM122 PHINS and Seapath Demo Transit Notes.pdf

3. Data from multiple calibrations, transits, surveys, and other troubleshooting steps strongly suggest that the 
‘wobble’ is driven primarily by the EM122 yaw-stabilization feature when subject to drifting errors in the 
heading data feed provided by the existing motion sensor.  The installed primary motion sensor provides roll, 
pitch, and heading from inertial measurements only; this is notable in that all other multibeam mapping 
systems in the UNOLS fleet employ GNSS-augmented heading data.  The importance of GNSS-augmented 
heading becomes particularly clear over long, straight transits where inertial-only heading data may drift (even 
as roll and pitch appear reliable).  The problem is compounded in deep water because errors of even a small 
fraction of a degree in any component of the attitude feed can cause significant depth artifacts when 
propagated out over acoustic ray lengths of many kilometers (i.e., scaling with beam angle from nadir).
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Executive Summary

4. In early 2019, opportunities developed to take several important steps in testing this heading hypothesis:

A. Technicians installed a secondary GNSS-augmented motion sensor for simultaneous testing against the 
primary inertial-only system, with attitude time series from both units logging in the EM122 raw data

B. A new vessel survey was completed in dry dock, including all transducer arrays, GNSS and C-Nav
antennas, and both motion sensors to try to eliminate potential sensor integration errors stemming from 
inaccuracies or misinterpretations of the original vessel survey

C. A 48-hour window was granted to perform calibrations (‘patch tests’) and collect swath accuracy 
assessment data for the EM122 using each motion sensor, following established MAC procedures applied 
throughout the UNOLS fleet

5. The limited window available for testing faced complications from:

A. Ship scheduling (MAC personnel could not be on board due to Atlantis rescheduling and other at-sea 
commitments, so the MAC provided planning and real-time calibration support from shore; the science 
crew on board made this possible through constant communication, rapid file sharing, and EM122 updates 
with calibration results)

B. Sea state (large swell and associated bubble sweep degraded the calibration and accuracy tests, which 
were re-planned underway to accommodate swell direction and try to minimize this impact)
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Executive Summary

6. Despite these challenges, the installation, survey, and test data clearly establish:

A. Sensor offset and integration errors may reasonably be eliminated as primary sources of the artifacts

B. The inertial-only heading data show significant, time-varying differences from the simultaneous GNSS-
augmented (benchmark) heading; these drifting biases present fundamental problems for swath 
stabilization (TX and RX beam steering based on real-time attitude), leading to depth errors that cannot 
be corrected in post-processing

C. Though degraded by elevated sea state throughout testing, swath accuracy generally improved with 
GNSS-augmented heading data

7. The process of clarification and elimination since late 2016 (culminating in AT42-10), and the direct 
comparison of concurrent inertial-only and GNSS-augmented heading time series in this report, demonstrate 
the need for GNSS-augmented heading data to address stabilization-related artifacts and improve data quality 
from the deepwater multibeam mapping system aboard R/V Atlantis.

8. As part of the pending mid-life refit period for R/V Atlantis, the MAC recommends installation of a GNSS-
augmented position/motion system (e.g., one of a handful of models installed throughout the UNOLS fleet) as 
the primary position and attitude feed to the EM122

9. The EM122 was installed in 2011 and will be approaching the expected hardware service life of ~10-12 years 
shortly after the mid-life refit; the TX and RX impedance testing performed by Kongsberg on 6 March 2019 
should be followed up with routine monitoring to detect early signs of degradation and provide ample time 
for replacement planning and budgeting 5



AT42-10 Background

1. R/V Atlantis (ATL) is equipped with a Kongsberg EM122 12-kHz deepwater multibeam echosounder and iXBlue
PHINS position/attitude system; the PHINS is augmented with C-Nav positioning correctors

2. As part of ongoing investigation into swath bathymetry artifacts since late 2016 (see related document 
ATL_EM122_20170323_long_period_bathy_artifact.pdf), a Seapath 330+ was installed as a secondary 
position/attitude system for demonstration purposes in early 2019

3. A primary motivation was to establish whether a position/attitude system with GNSS-aided heading may 
improve yaw stabilization and reduce bathymetry artifacts, especially on long, straight survey lines, compared 
to unaided PHINS heading (see next slides); ATL is the only UNOLS vessel operating a deepwater multibeam 
system without GNSS-aided heading, such as from Seapath and Applanix POS MV systems installed widely 
throughout the fleet

4. The Seapath installation was coordinated by ATL personnel for demonstration and assessment of a non-PHINS 
position/attitude feed to the EM122, and does not reflect MAC endorsement of any particular manufacturer

5. A secondary motivation for this phase of testing was to confirm the mapping system geometry, including 
motion sensor installation angles; a new dry dock survey was completed by IMTEC at Mare Island Naval 
Shipyard in Vallejo, CA, during Jan 22-23, 2019

6. Transit data from 2017 show the expected correlation between a) outer TX sector alongtrack steering angles 
(blue and red) to accomplish more uniform sounding density on the seafloor, and b) the vessel’s yaw (black, 
relative to the mean heading)
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AT42-10 Background

7. The EM122 appears to steer the TX sectors correctly for the given yaw angle (e.g., steering port sectors 
aft/negative and starboard sectors forward/positive when the yaw is positive with bow rotation to starboard)

8. However, the yaw cycles persist for 1-10 minutes and result in a highly uneven distribution of soundings on the 
seafloor (purple in background), suggesting drift and/or latency in the heading feed
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AT42-10 Data Collection Overview
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1. The MAC was asked to assist with geometry review, 
calibration, and accuracy testing of the EM122 using the 
PHINS (primary) and Seapath (secondary) position / 
attitude systems

2. The calibration and accuracy assessment were planned 
opportunistically for a suitable region of the Mendocino 
Ridge during a transit / shakedown cruise between 
Monterey, CA, and Newport, OR

3. Due to re-scheduling conflicts with ATL and other vessels, 
MAC personnel were not available for on-board 
assistance, but provided remote support with planning 
and near-real-time analysis of calibration lines as they 
were collected

4. All transit, calibration, verification, and reference surface 
data were collected with the EM122 using the Seapath as 
its real-time position and attitude source; accuracy 
crosslines were collected in two distinct phases using 
Seapath and PHINS as real-time sources



System Geometry Review
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Overview: Vessel Survey

• Vessel survey conducted by IMTEC on Jan 22-23, 2019, and reported as Rev. 0 on Feb 19, 2019; this survey 
stands alone from earlier IMTEC reports during original EM122 installation in 2011 and revisions through 2013

• Origin of the survey reference frame is at the intersection of the forward perpendicular (FP) with the vessel’s 
baseline (centerline along the keel); note this origin is physically outside the vessel (see Seapath image below)

• Survey results were reported using Kongsberg Maritime (KM) axis and sign conventions for the EM122 and 
Seapath, then converted as needed for iXBlue PHINS configurations (see following slides)

• Linear offsets reported in meters

+X toward bow (KM/iXBlue)

+Y to starboard (KM) / to port (iXBlue)

+Z down (KM) / up (iXBlue)

• Angular offsets reported in decimal degrees

+Roll with starboard side down (KM/iXBlue)

+Pitch with bow up (KM) / bow down (iXBlue)

+Heading with compass convention (KM/iXBlue)



System Geometry Review
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Survey Interpretation: Kongsberg

REFERENCE FRAME: IMTEC / KM INSTALLATION LINEAR OFFSETS (meters) INSTALLATION ANGULAR OFFSETS (deg)

NOTESREFERENCE ORIGIN: FP centerline at keel Alongship Athwartship Vertical Roll Pitch Yaw

TARGET SOURCE + TO FWD + TO STBD + DOWN + PORT UP + BOW UP + COMPASS

REFERENCE ORIGIN (SIS/SEAPATH CONFIG) IMTEC 2011/12 & 2019 0.000 0.000 0.000 - - - "Intersection of forward perpendicular (FP) and centerline at keel"

HIPPY PLATE
IMTEC Rev. 4 - - - 0.412 -0.142 NA plate is warped, according to RL

IMTEC 2019 Rev. 0 - - - 0.568 0.067 NA roll is 0.568 deg 'stbd down', pitch 0.067 'bow up'

PHINS (2019: HOUSING CENTER AT HIPPY PLATE)
FROM SIS POS1 CONFIG -27.270 0.454 -2.855 taken from SIS linear offsets screenshot 20170316; assumes position output is valid at PHINS location

IMTEC 2019 Rev. 0 -27.284 0.457 -2.770 0.586 0.086 -0.043 roll is 0.586 deg 'stbd down', pitch 0.086 deg 'bow up', az 0.043 deg 'port'; need to determine point for PHINS config

PHINS (2019: P-POINT REL. TO CENTER AT BASE) iXBlue 0.008 -0.004 -0.088

Looking from connector side, PHINS P-point for config is 4.3 mm to 'right' and 8.2 mm 'toward connector from the center
of PHINS housing; P-point is 87.6 mm above base of PHINS housing (source: Quick Start guide p. 4 + Patrick Moran at
iXBlue); PHINS is mounted with connector facing bow, so P-point is 4.3 mm to port, 8.2 mm forward, and 87.6 mm
above the IMTEC survey point

PHINS (2019: P-POINT REL. TO VESSEL) IMTEC 2019 + iXBlue -27.276 0.453 -2.858 0.586 0.086 -0.043 PHINS P-point in the Kongsberg frame; this point is the (X,Y,Z) of PHINS feed in SIS config (origin of PHINS config below)

Seapath MRU (CENTER TOP OF BASE PLATE)
IMTEC 2019 PRELIM -27.213 0.670 -2.780 0.510 0.043 1.365 azimuth (of pins) neg but 'to stbd'? roll -89.490 deg 'stbd down', pitch -179.957 deg 'bow up'

IMTEC 2019 Rev. 0 -27.213 0.670 -2.780 0.510 0.043 1.365 IMTEC confirmed azimuth is to stbd (+ compass convention); angles from alignment pins

Seapath MRU (TARGET FOR CONFIG)
IMTEC 2019 + Seapath -27.213 0.670 -2.786 0.510 0.043 1.365 MRU target adjusted 6 mm above surveyed plane of mounting bracket (Seapath manual p.58); offsets applied in Seapath

SEAPATH CONFIG -27.213 0.670 -2.786 -179.490 0.043 1.365 Roll is adjusted 180 deg by Chuck Hohing to accommodate "connector-up" orientation (must be between [-180,+180])

EM122 TX ARRAY (CENTER OF ARRAY FRAME) IMTEC Rev. 4 -30.181 -0.390 0.424 -0.147 0.058 0.006 roll is 89.8531 deg 'stbd up' --> 0.1469 deg, neg in KM convention; 2011 survey on FRAME, not module faces

EM122 TX ARRAY (CENTER OF ARRAY FACE)
IMTEC 2019 PRELIM -30.180 -0.393 0.618 -0.140 0.055 359.991 roll is 89.860 deg 'stbd up' --> 0.140 deg, neg in KM convention; 2019 survey on MODULE FACES, use for config

IMTEC 2019 Rev. 0 -30.180 -0.393 0.618 -0.140 0.055 359.991 Rev. 0 report describes rotation (TX array roll 0.140 stbd side up, pitch 0.055 bow up, hdg 0.009 fwd end to port)

EM122 RX ARRAY (CENTER OF ARRAY FRAME) IMTEC Rev. 4 -25.716 -0.011 0.505 -0.088 -0.028 359.862 roll is 89.9120 deg 'stbd up' --> 0.0880 deg, neg in KM convention, SIS config shows positive pitch 2017/03/14

EM122 RX ARRAY (CENTER OF ARRAY FACE)

IMTEC 2019 PRELIM -25.731 0.274 0.623 -0.082 -0.068 359.897 roll is 89.819 deg 'stbd up' --> 0.082 deg, neg in KM convention;  2011 survey on FRAME, not module faces

IMTEC 2019 PRELIM 2 -25.733 -0.012 0.624 - - - RX array locations corrected by email from IMTEC after follow-up;  2019 survey on MODULE FACES, use for config

IMTEC 2019 Rev. 0 -25.733 -0.012 0.624 -0.082 -0.068 0.103 Rev. 0 report describes rotation (RX array roll 0.082 stbd side up, pitch 0.068 bow down, hdg 0.103 fwd end to stbd)

SEAPATH ANTENNA - PORT (ARP)
IMTEC 2019 -61.661 1.516 -17.220 - - - Results are apparently the center of the antenna housing circumference at the antenna bar top height - essentially ARP

IMTEC Rev. 5 -61.661 1.516 -17.220 - - - Results are apparently the center of the antenna housing circumference at the antenna bar top height - essentially ARP

SEAPATH ANTENNA - PORT (PHASE CENTER) IMTEC 2019 Rev. 0 -61.661 1.516 -17.285 - - - IMTEC 2019 Rev. 0 is phase center at 65 mm above ARP height (Seapath manual, Chuck Hohing email 2017/06/02) 

SEAPATH ANTENNA - STBD (ARP)
IMTEC 2019 -61.660 4.015 -17.206 - - - Results are apparently the center of the antenna housing circumference at the antenna bar top height - essentially ARP

IMTEC Rev. 5 -61.660 4.015 -17.206 - - - Results are apparently the center of the antenna housing circumference at the antenna bar top height - essentially ARP

SEAPATH ANTENNA - STBD (PHASE CENTER)
IMTEC 2019 Rev. 0 -61.660 4.015 -17.271 - - - IMTEC 2019 Rev. 0 is phase center at 65 mm above ARP height (Seapath manual, Chuck Hohing email 2017/06/02) 

SEAPATH ANTENNA 
CAL. -61.661 4.018 -17.272 Resut of dockside (San Francisco, 2019-03-06) Seapath antenna calibration, applied in Seapath software

C-NAV ANTENNA
IMTEC Rev. 4 -37.410 -2.956 -30.323 - - - "new position as of 1-1-14"

IMTEC 2019 Rev. 0 -37.465 -2.929 -30.246 - - - Survey appears to be center of C-Nav antenna base; antenna model AD-491 spec sheet provided by E. Shimada / WHOI

C-NAV ANTENNA (MEAN PHASE CENTER) IMTEC 2019 + C-Nav -37.465 -2.929 -30.301 - - - AD-491 antenna phase center mean height 55 mm above base (spec sheet: L1 = 59 mm, L2 = 51 mm above base)

WATERLINE SIS CONFIG - - -5.270 - - - Will need to estimate from draft marks, etc.; NOTE: waterline is from Kongsberg origin (not arrays), Z+ DOWN



System Geometry Review
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Survey Interpretation: iXBlue

REFERENCE FRAME: PHINS CONFIGURATION LINEAR OFFSETS (meters) ANGLES (deg)

NOTESREFERENCE ORIGIN: PHINS P-Point Alongship Athwartship Vertical Roll Pitch Yaw

TARGET SOURCE + TO FWD + TO PORT + UP + PORT UP + BOW DOWN + COMPASS

REFERENCE ORIGIN (PHINS CONFIG) PHINS CONFIG 0.000 0.000 0.000 - - - Origin at PHINS P-Point (see Quick Start guide, page 4 for notes; P-Point is not the center of the housing)

PHINS INSTALLATION IMTEC 2019 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.586 -0.086 -0.043 These are installation angles under PHINS sign conventions; do not use for configuration! See below

PHINS CONFIGURATION

PHINS CONFIG 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.412 0.142 0.000 "VESSEL MISALIGNMENT" in PHINS config; these are rotations to align PHINS with vessel, not install angles re. vessel

IMTEC 2019 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.586 0.086 0.043

ROLL ROTATION TO BRING PHINS AXIS X2' INTO VESSEL HORIZONTAL PLANE --> USE FOR CONFIGURATION

PITCH ROTATION TO BRING PHINS AXIS X1' INTO VESSEL HORIZONTAL PLANE --> USE FOR CONFIGURATION

HEADING ROTATION TO BRING PHINS AXIS X1' INTO VESSEL ALONGSHIP VERTICAL PLANE --> USE FOR CONFIGURATION

Primary Lever Arm PHINS CONFIG 0.000 0.000 0.000 - - - This 'primary lever arm' is used for all outputs, so output is ostensibly valid at the PHINS P-Point (origin)

GPS Lever Arm RELATIVE TO PHINS
PHINS CONFIG -10.140 3.410 27.468 - - - This is the C-Nav antenna in PHINS configuration

IMTEC 2019 -10.189 3.382 27.443 - - - C--Nav antenna mean phase center from PHINS P-Point, using PHINS axis and sign conventions

Center of Gravity Lever Arm PHINS CONFIG - - - Need to estimate location of COG relative to PHINS P-Point; could be considered 0,0,0 if PHINS is near center of ship



EM122 Calibration
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Site Selection and Data Collection

1. Calibration sites were selected based on availability 
of seafloor features with optimal slopes and 
bathymetric relief within acceptable distance of the 
transit route between Monterey and Newport

2. Lines were run at 8 kts in the order of pitch, roll, 
heading, with reductions in speed to 6 kts after the 
first set of pitch lines due to elevated sea state

3. XBTs were collected before the first lines and at 
various times throughout calibration

4. The calibration was performed using the Seapath
330+ as the real-time position, attitude, and 
attitude velocity feed to the EM122

5. All PHINS position and attitude data were also 
logged to the .all files for calibration processing in 
Qimera; network attitude velocity (used for Doppler 
correction by the EM122 in FM mode) was not 
logged for the PHINS, as the EM122 applies (and 
logs) only one source for this data stream  



EM122 Calibration
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Pre-Calibration Configuration

1. All Attitude 1 (PHINS) and Attitude 2 (Seapath) 
angular offsets were set to zero in SIS Installation 
Parameters prior to data collection

2. PHINS and Seapath configurations followed the 
interpretation of the IMTEC survey shown on 
previous slides

3. Linear offsets in SIS for the PHINS and Seapath
sources reflected the locations at which these 
outputs were valid:

1. PHINS feed at the PHINS P-Point (PHINS origin inside the 
motion sensor; see geometry review)

2. Seapath feed at the vessel survey origin (identical to EM122 
origin, FP at keel centerline) 

4. Calibration data were examined by MAC personnel 
using the QPS Qimera patch test tool; Qimera 
supports application of either attitude source 
logged in the .all file, allowing post-processing for 
calibration of both motion sensors from one set of 
calibration lines

PRE-CALIBRATION



EM122 Calibration
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Pre-Calibration Configuration

5. Results of each test for the PHINS and Seapath were 
updated in the SIS Installation Parameters for 
Attitude 1 and Attitude 2 angular offsets, 
respectively, prior to the subsequent test in order to 
reduce effects of coupling

6. After calibration, the process was repeated with 
initial results applied in SIS for verification

7. Despite complications in the data due to sea state 
and bubbles, the final offsets are fairly clear and 
relatively small, suggesting a high-quality survey 
with correct interpretation for all systems

8. No positioning latency test was performed, as this 
test is inconclusive in deep water

PRE-CALIBRATION



EM122 Calibration
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Results: SIS Attitude 1 and 2

1. Results and notes from calibration processing for PHINS (Att 1) and Seapath (Att 2) angular offsets to apply in SIS

Line Acquisition Information

Test
Pre-test

settings

Transit

to Cal

Pitch

Pass 1

Turn Pitch

Pass 2

Transit

A to C
XBT

Roll

Pass 1

Turn

D to D

Roll

Pass 2

Transit

C to E
XBT

Yaw

Pass 1

Transit

F to G

Yaw

Pass 1

XBT Prior to Line Yes No Yes No If necessary No

EM122 SIS Line Number

Start Point (see figure) A B C D E G

End Point (see figure) B A D C F H

Speed (kts) 10 8 8 8 10 6 8 6 12 6 10 6

Distance (nm) 8.6 8.6 8.9 8.6 8.6 8.9 8.6 9.0 8.6

Course Over Ground 135 315 45 225 135 135

Time (est. minutes) 0 65 15 65 53 15 86 15 86 45 15 86 54 86

EM122 MRU Angle (SIS, START) 0.00 0.00 0.00

EM122 Initial Calibration 

Adjustment
-0.08 Seapath, -0.07 PHINS -0.03 Seapath, +0.05 PHINS +0.09 Seapath, -0.05 PHINS

EM122 Verification Adjustment 0.00 Seapath, -0.03 PHINS 0.00 Seapath, +0.01 PHINS
inconclusive for Seapath and 

PHINS

EM122 MRU Angle (SIS, FINAL) -0.08 Seapath, -0.10 PHINS -0.03 Seapath, +0.06 PHINS +0.09 Seapath, -0.05 PHINS

Notes:

Seapath is primary feed for 

position, attitude, and attitude 

velocity during all calibration 

and accuracy testing

started first line around 2300 UTC, 

wrapped up second line around 0130 

UTC; noisy data with very poor tracking 

at nadir over ridge; should force Very 

Deep mode next time

Slowing down to 6 knots, system 

running in Very Deep mode --

limited to 52/52, but probably 

necessary due to wind/bubbles… 

roll results are fairly clear during 

calibration, some possible sound 

speed-related attitude artifacts 

during verification

Switched to Very Deep at 6 kts for 

heading lines, some improvement 

in data, finished around 1200 

UTC --> 13 hrs for first run 

through lines



EM122 Calibration
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Post-Calibration Configuration

1. Final results as configured in SIS for Attitude 1
(PHINS) and Attitude 2 (Seapath) are shown at left 

2. The small calibration results indicate a high-quality 
vessel offset survey and consistent integration 
across the PHINS, Seapath, and EM122 
configurations

3. The Installation Parameters: Angular Offsets shown 
at left should be maintained until any modification 
is made to the motion sensors or arrays, or another 
calibration becomes necessary

POST-CALIBRATION



EM122 Accuracy Testing
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Accuracy: Overview

1. Accuracy of a multibeam echosounder under 
‘normal’ survey conditions can be assessed by 
examining the soundings collected during single-
pass survey lines over a trusted bathymetric surface 
(a reference surface)

2. Reference surfaces typically cover flat or gently 
sloping terrain that has been carefully and densely 
surveyed, providing a large sample count and high 
degree of confidence in the depth of each grid cell

3. Accuracy assessments throughout the service life of 
each system contributes to the knowledgebase for 
fleet-wide mapping system performance

4. For a complete evaluation, accuracy data should be 
collected in all operational modes over reference 
surfaces in depths appropriate for those modes



EM122 Accuracy Assessment
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Accuracy: Overview

5. Due to time constraints, only one reference surface 
and two sets of crosslines were planned to 
evaluate system performance with the PHINS and 
Seapath as real-time feeds to the EM122

6. The reference surface and crosslines were re-
planned to accommodate the prevailing swell 
direction during testing; the elevated sea state and 
resulting bubble sweep along the hull degraded 
the reference surface and crosslines

7. The reference surface was surveyed with the 
‘typical’ operational setup for this depth range: 
Deep, dual-swath (Dynamic), with yaw stabilization 
on (rel. mean heading)

8. Two sets of crosslines were collected using 
identical EM122 ping/swath/stabilization modes: 
one set using the Seapath and one set using the 
PHINS as the real-time feeds for position, attitude, 
and attitude velocity



EM122 Accuracy Testing
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Deep Accuracy: PHINS Real-time

1. Note that one PHINS crossline inadvertently collected with the Seapath as the network attitude 
velocity source has been omitted from processing; results from the remaining line are shown below



EM122 Accuracy Testing
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Deep Accuracy: Seapath Real-time



EM122 Accuracy Assessment
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Accuracy: Overview

1. Accuracy results with the PHINS (top) and 
Seapath (bottom) indicate an increase in 
standard deviation of soundings across the 
swath with the PHINS

2. With both systems, the EM122 shows large 
spikes in st. dev. at approximately +/- 15-
20° beam angles where the system suffers 
from a nadir-return-tracking artifact 
(sometimes referred to as ‘railroad tracks’ 
or ‘Erik’s horns’); this is seen widely among 
other systems and does not necessarily 
reflect an issue with the PHINS or Seapath

3. Unfortunately, elevated sea state and 
bubble sweep along the hull compromised 
the accuracy analysis, which is ideally 
performed in calm seas to isolate 
echosounder-based biases across the swath



Heading Time Series Comparison
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1. The following slides present examples of PHINS (Motion 1) and Seapath (Motion 2) time series from EM122 
file 0005_20190326_023457_Atlantis.all in the Qimera Time Series Multiplot tool

2. The following plots were included in ATLANTIS EM122 PHINS and Seapath Demo Transit Notes.pdf provided 
in March, 2019, prior to AT42-10; they are included here for clear visualization of the difference between 
GNSS-aided (Seapath) and unaided (PHINS) heading data

3. NOTE: These are pre-calibration transit files shown here only for comparison of the raw attitude feeds to SIS 
with no compensation for installation angles, etc.; the calibration results are applied in SIS, not the PHINS or 
Seapath configurations, and have no impact on the raw attitude feeds logged in the .all files



Roll: PHINS (Motion 1, black) and Seapath (Motion 2, red)
Notes: general agreement; small fixed offset is evident between systems (from vessel 
survey, will be compensated in SIS by patch test); Seapath appears to show slightly more 
sensitivity / higher amplitudes at +/- limits of each major cycle



Pitch: PHINS (Motion 1, black) and Seapath (Motion 2, red)
Notes: dominant period of pitch is shorter than roll; Seapath shows higher amplitudes at 
+/- limits of each major cycle; note differences over short-period / small-amplitude cycles, 
such as those beginning at 02:40:05 and 02:41.05



Heading: PHINS (Motion 1, black) and Seapath (Motion 2, red)
Notes: clear offset between systems; a portion of this difference is from the vessel survey 
and will be compensated in SIS with patch test results; however, there is another portion of 
this difference that varies in time; see following slides 



Heading: PHINS (Motion 1, black) and Seapath (Motion 2, red)
Notes:

1. Qimera’s multiplot tool allows adjustment of time series for visual comparison; in the 
following examples, the PHINS heading time series plot has been moved vertically in 
order to match the Seapath plot at the start of the file

1. This small, fixed vertical adjustment is for visual comparison only in the multiplot tool; 
the raw data are not impacted

1. The time series have not been scaled in the vertical or horizontal directions

1. The full file is shown in nine example screenshots moving consecutively through time; 
the initial vertical adjustment (to match the PHINS time series to the Seapath data at 
the start of file) remains unchanged throughout



Heading: PHINS (Motion 1, black) and Seapath (Motion 2, red)
Notes: Qimera multiplot comparison 1 of 9
Time series match in first 1.5 minutes of file, but start to diverge around 02:36:25; the 
difference will vary up to ~0.6 deg over the course of the file (one hour) 



Heading: PHINS (Motion 1, black) and Seapath (Motion 2, red)
Notes: Qimera multiplot comparison 2 of 9 



Heading: PHINS (Motion 1, black) and Seapath (Motion 2, red)
Notes: Qimera multiplot comparison 3 of 9 



Heading: PHINS (Motion 1, black) and Seapath (Motion 2, red)
Notes: Qimera multiplot comparison 4 of 9 



Heading: PHINS (Motion 1, black) and Seapath (Motion 2, red)
Notes: Qimera multiplot comparison 5 of 9 



Heading: PHINS (Motion 1, black) and Seapath (Motion 2, red)
Notes: Qimera multiplot comparison 6 of 9 



Heading: PHINS (Motion 1, black) and Seapath (Motion 2, red)
Notes: Qimera multiplot comparison 7 of 9 



Heading: PHINS (Motion 1, black) and Seapath (Motion 2, red)
Notes: Qimera multiplot comparison 8 of 9 



Heading: PHINS (Motion 1, black) and Seapath (Motion 2, red)
Notes: Qimera multiplot comparison 9 of 9 



Heading: 2017 PHINS calibration example (PHINS red, soundings black)
Notes: the systems have not been patch-tested and we cannot (yet) use the bathymetry 
directly for troubleshooting; however, these examples confirm diverging heading data over 
‘long’ periods (many times the attitude period) and fit directly with previous observations / 
suspicions regarding PHINS heading data (excerpt below from 
ATL_EM122_20170232_long_period_bathy_artifact.pdf)



Heading: PHINS vs. Seapath (and others)
Notes:

1. A primary difference between the PHINS and Seapath is that the Seapath (and other) 
positioning/attitude systems augment their inertial heading estimates with GNSS 
phase data; this is not done for the PHINS, which is used widely for subsea 
applications where GNSS is not available

1. The GNSS phase data improve the heading accuracy, especially over long periods with 
only small heading changes (e.g., transits and survey lines) where estimates from 
inertial data alone may drift and become insufficient for multibeam mapping systems

1. This becomes significantly more apparent in deeper water where small angular 
discrepancies translate to large physical errors in sounding locations; yaw-stabilization 
may further compound the errors if attempting to steer the TX sectors based on 
drifting heading data
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